will motion-processing areas of the human brain be more active if the subject attends to the moving dots 149 13th Street Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129 than if the subject attends to the stationary dots? We have employed the technique of fMRI in two comple- ‡ Department of Psychology Princeton University mentary experimental paradigms to answer these questions in the affirmative. The first experiment uses a fixed Princeton, New Jersey 08544 stimulus and demonstrates modulation of activity based solely on attentional changes. The second experiment uses a more complex stimulus paradigm to objectively Summary define the regions under scrutiny and, simultaneously, to enable quantitative comparisons between stimulusHow does voluntary attention to one attribute of a driven and attention-driven modulations of activity. visual stimulus affect the neural processing of that
Introduction limb of the inferior temporal sulcus, corresponds well to the monkey area. This location probably corresponds The visual system receives vast quantities of informato a small part of Brodmann's area 37 and is largely tion. Attention allows the visual system to select a subcoincident with Flechsig's field 16, an area that is myelinset of that information for further processing, based ated at birth (Zeki, 1993) . either on properties of the stimulus (bottom up) or on a
The critical visual stimulus for these experiments (Figvoluntary choice by the subject (top down). The present ure 1A) was a region containing both moving and stationpaper reports the results of experiments that demonary dots. All motion was radial, with all dots moving strate the influence of voluntary attention on the neural toward the central fixation cross, to make it easy for the activity of the MT-MST complex, a region of human subject to maintain fixation. (We also describe a control visual cortex that is specialized for the processing of experiment in which eye movements were measured visual motion.
directly during scanning to confirm that subjects accuMicroelectrode recordings from neurons in monkey rately maintained central fixation.) cortex have shown that attention can modulate the reIn Experiment 1, the visual stimulus, with moving white sponses of individual neurons in visual cortex (Moran dots and stationary black dots, remained unchanged and Desimone, 1985; Spitzer et al., 1988; Motter, 1993;  throughout the entire fMRI scan ( Figure 1B) . A verbal Maunsell and Ferrera, 1993; Treue and Maunsell, 1996;  cue alerted the subject to attend first to the white dots, Conner et al., 1996 ; reviewed by Maunsell, 1995) . Attenthen to the black dots, alternating every 20 s for the tion has been shown to cause changes in receptive field 220 s duration of the scan. The consequence was that size and in the tuning curves for color, orientation, and subjects attended alternately to the moving dots and direction selectivity. Neuroimaging techniques such as then the stationary dots, although this motion distinction positron emission tomography and functional magnetic was never explicitly mentioned to the subjects. resonance imaging (fMRI) now allow the examination A second experiment was run to 1) verify that the of cortical function in humans. While these techniques observed locus of the attentional effect is indeed the cannot resolve neural activity at the spatial resolution MT-MST complex by obtaining an objective functional of single neurons, they can detect the consequences of localization of that region and to 2) allow a direct comneural activity over a small region of cortex.
parison of the magnitude of the attentional effect to The present study asks whether voluntary attention can modulate neural activity in the human cortical areas the stimulus effect produced by manipulating the actual The diagram indicates that the visual stimulus continued unchanged throughout the scan, and an auditory stimulus alerted subjects to direct their attention alternately to the white (moving) or black (stationary) subset of dots. (C) A KS statistical map comparing the two attention conditions shows a region consistent with MT-MST, which is more active during attention to moving dots. The colored bar is a key to the P values. The small inset indicates the slice orientation.
(D) The average time course of activation for that region (three subjects; eight runs total).
presence of motion in the stimulus. Experiment 2 ad-2, three attending to black dots as just described, counterbalanced with three runs with complementary stimuli dresses both the quantitative question and the localization question, using a single experimental paradigm during which the subject attended to the white dots. In all six runs, the stimuli and instructions combined to called the ''Castle'' paradigm (O'Craven, unpublished data) because of the shape of the schematic diagram.
require the subject to attend to the moving dots in the first and third epochs and the stationary dots in the The same critical visual stimulus ( Figure 1A ) containing both moving and stationary dots was embedded in the second and fourth epochs. paradigm illustrated in Figure 2A .
The moving and stationary dot stimulus alternated Results every 20 s with a display that contained only stationary black dots. Subjects were instructed to attend to the We imaged brain activity in five contiguous 7 mm slices parallel to the calcarine fissure. The MT-MST complex black dots throughout the entire scan. Of the four critical epochs containing both moving and stationary dots, the is located at the temporal-parietal-occipital juncture, which is typically in the slice below the calcarine fissure. first and third had moving black dots and stationary white dots, while the second and fourth had moving Figure 1C is a statistical map for that slice in one subject, showing the results of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test white dots and stationary black dots. As an additional baseline, each run began and ended with a 20 s period for Experiment 1, comparing, at each location, the magnitude of the MR signal during the time points when the during which only the fixation cross appeared, with no dots. subject was attending to the white (moving) dots with the magnitude of the signal during the time points when Each subject participated in six runs of Experiment (A) A cartoon of one stimulus sequence for Experiment 2, in which the subject was instructed to attend to the black dots throughout the entire scan. Each small tick mark indicates the acquisition of an image. (B) The KS map shows regions that are significantly more active when the display includes moving stimuli than when it contains stationary dots alone. (C) The average time course for the lateral regions (MT-MST) demonstrates both the effect of the stimulus and the effect of attention. During time periods indicated by white bars, the subjects viewed stationary dots alone. They viewed the critical ''moving and stationary dots'' stimulus during the times indicated by closed bars (when they attended to the moving dots) and hatched bars (when they attended to the stationary dots). Mean values for the percent change from the stationary dot baseline (designated 0%) were 1.14% for the attend stationary condition and 1.51% for the attend moving condition. The difference is a measure of the attentional effect. The sensory effect was three to four times as large as the attentional effect, depending on which of the two moving dot conditions is used as a referent. The colored bar is a key to the P values (and P values when Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). Because the sensory effect is much larger than the attentional effect shown in Figure 1 , a more stringent threshold is used here. the subject was attending to the black (stationary) dots.
of the fMRI activation for the three subjects. The MR signal in the MT-MST complex was significantly greater Because the visual stimulus was identical during every time point, the difference in activation is a purely attenwhile the subjects attended to the moving dots (closed pink bars) than when they attended to stationary dots tional effect. The location of the activated area is consistent with the location of human MT in other studies (Zeki and ignored the moving ones (hatched blue bars). The inclusion of the ''stationary dots alone '' condition et al., 1991; Watson et al., 1993; , implying that under these experimental conditions, atin Experiment 2 allowed the effects of the stimulus changes and the attentional changes to be observed tention modulates activation in the MT-MST complex.
For each subject, the region of interest was desigseparately and compared. The data from this experiment were therefore subjected to a two-stage analysis. nated by selecting the voxels that met a threshold of P Ͻ .0001. The time course data for each subject was First, the MT-MST complex was functionally localized for each individual subject by finding the voxels that then normalized by converting to percent signal change from baseline, and the three subjects' data were averwere significantly more active when the visual stimulus included motion than when it contained stationary dots aged together. Figure 1D shows the average time course alone. Thus, the region was selected based on changes MR signal in the MT-MST complex increased dramatically when a stimulus containing only stationary dots caused by the stimulus, independent of attention. Figure 2B shows the KS statistical map for one subject was replaced by one including moving dots. Additionally, the activation during the ''attend moving'' condition in Experiment 2, comparing the MR signal during time points when the stimulus contained motion to time (closed pink bars) is consistently higher than activation during the ''attend stationary'' condition (hatched blue points when there was no motion. Based on neuroimaging and anatomical studies (Zeki et al., 1991; Watson et bars) . Thus, for a region independently identified as the MT-MST complex, attention to the moving dots clearly al., 1993; Tootell and Taylor, 1995; , we identified the strong activation seen laterally near increased the activation elicited by the mixed moving and stationary display. Note that although the attenthe temporal-parietal-occipital juncture as area MT-MST and identified the dorsomedial activation as areas tional effect was only 29% as large as the sensory effect, for each subject, it was significant at the P Ͻ .001 level V1 and V2. For each subject, the MT-MST region of interest was defined as the lateral clusters containing in a Student's t test, which compared the MR signals for the two conditions in the a priori region of interest. voxels that met a threshold of P Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 (P Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 with Bonferroni correction) for the comparison of motion to Figure 3 shows the time course data for each subject to illustrate the consistency of the result across subjects. no motion on the average data from six runs.
Once the voxels representing the MT-MST complex No attentional modulation was observed in V1-V2 ( Figure 4 ). This region responded more when the stimuwere specified for each subject, the time course of activation for that region was examined for attentional eflus contained motion than when it did not, perhaps due in part to the fact that dot density was greater when the fects. The MT-MST time course ( Figure 2C ) was averaged across five subjects with six runs per subject. The moving dots were added to the stationary dot stimulus. However, there were no differences associated with the attention task (P Ͼ .5). This is not a claim that attention cannot affect activity in V1 or V2. It simply was not observed for this particular task comparing attention to motion with attention to stationary stimuli. Most microelectrode studies with monkeys have failed to find any effect of attention on V1 (Haenny and Schiller, 1988; Maunsell and Ferrera, 1993) , but at least one investigator, who used a more demanding orientation discrimination task instead of an orienting task, reported effects of attention on V1 neuron responses (Motter, 1993) . Some neuroimaging studies suggest that V1 may be attentionally modulated under certain task conditions, particularly when an attentional condition is compared to a Woodruff et al., 1996; Worden et al., 1996) .
to Stationary Dots Alone
The time course of activation for the V1-V2 region of interest, aver-
Eye Movements
aged across six runs from each of five subjects, shows no effect of Activity in MT and MST is known to be influenced by the attentional condition on activity in these areas of visual cortex (P Ͼ .5).
eye movements (Komatsu and Wurtz, 1988; Reppas, Eye movement traces obtained during fMRI scanning verify that subjects could fixate reliably while viewing stationary dots alone (a), as well as while performing the two attention tasks while viewing the visual stimulus containing moving and stationary dots ([b] and [c] ). For comparison, also shown are the results of intentionally tracking the dot moving nearest to the fixation point (1Њ path, repeating every second) (d) and of saccading at a stimulus-cued rate of 1 Hz between two targets separated by 2Њ horizontally (e). The scattered points are noise introduced by the simultaneous acquisition of MR images. The small oscillations in the X left traces under the fixation conditions are similar in frequency to those expected if stimulus-induced eye movements were present, but they are instead also due to RF interference; they are equally prominent when the stimulus contains no motion (a).
1995). If subjects made different eye movements during during the attention conditions, combining across the relevant epochs from both Experiments 1 and 2 (two the two attentional conditions, interpretation of our results would be problematic. Therefore, it is important to blinks in 300 s of ''attend stationary;'' zero blinks in 320 s of ''attend moving.'' The other subject showed an rule out the possibility that eye movements might play a role in producing the results. The stimuli were designed insignificant trend toward blinking more during ''attend stationary'' (23 blinks during 400 s) than ''attend movwith this concern in mind. The radial motion of the dots, combined with the fact that the fixation point was at the ing'' (21 blinks in 440 s). center of both sets of dots, was intended to eliminate optokinetic nystagmus and to make accurate fixation easy. However, to definitively rule out an eye movement Discussion account, Experiments 1 and 2 were repeated with two subjects while their eye movements were monitored.
These experiments taken together provide strong evidence that voluntary attention to different elements in We used an Ober2 infrared eye movement registration system modified to function safely and effectively in the a single visual display can affect neural activity in areas of visual cortex responsible for basic sensory promagnet environment (Aisenberg, 1996) . The horizontal and vertical positions of both eyes were sampled at 120 cessing of visual information. Specifically, the MT-MST complex is more active when a subject attends to movHz. The functional data collected while eye movements were monitored produced results comparable to those ing objects than when a subject viewing exactly the same stimulus attends to stationary objects in the already described. Eye movement traces obtained under five conditions are shown in Figure 5 . Despite broadstimulus. band noise in the eye movement data introduced by the RF pulses generated by the MR scanner, it is very clear that fixation was steady in both the ''attend stationary'' Relationship to Electrophysiology Data A very recent study of attentional influences on single and the ''attend moving'' conditions, and there were no noticeable differences between them and the ''stationunit responses in macaque monkeys (Treue and Maunsell, 1996) has shown results consistent with those deary dots alone'' condition.
In a separate scan, the subject was instructed to track scribed here for humans. They recorded from MT and MST neurons under three conditions. In each case, the a single dot moving on a short diagonal path (‫1ف‬Њ) near the fixation cross, while viewing the same stimuli used cell's receptive field contained a dot moving in that cell's preferred direction. They found that neurons responded in Experiment 2. The clear eye movement responses in that record demonstrate that the system is sensitive to more strongly when the attended target was that dot than when the attended target was a different dot moveye movements of the magnitude that might be expected if the subject had failed to fixate during the attening in the opposite direction (either inside or outside the receptive field). These attentional effects were present tion task. For calibration, the final trace shows a record of eye position when the subject made saccades to a in both MT and MST neurons but were more pronounced in the MST neurons, perhaps indicating greater effects of target that alternated every 500 ms between two locations separated horizontally by ‫2ف‬Њ.
extraretinal signals at more advanced stages of cortical processing.
Because much of what we know about brain Eye-blink frequency was also examined to determine whether blinks were more frequent during some condifunction comes from the monkey neurophysiology literature, it remains very important to test the underlying tions that others. One subject produced almost no blinks assumption that the two systems are similar. The com-
The design of the present experiment intentionally did not have an explicit overt behavioral task. Subjects' parison is particularly critical for experiments that explore higher level function, where the two systems are attention was manipulated solely through the use of verbal instructions in order to measure the effects of most likely to diverge.
attending to different subsets of the stimulus rather than the effects of performing different tasks. Imposing a Theoretical Implications behavioral task can be extremely useful in neuroimaging The results of the present experiments are relevant to studies (such as in the Corbetta study), but it is by no a long-standing controversy in the field of cognitive psymeans necessary, and the absence of an artificial task chology concerning the stage of processing at which sometimes allows a more direct interpretation of the attention operates. The ''late selection'' view of attention data (Pinker, 1994) . As in any experiment, it is still necesis that all sensory information is fully processed to the sary to have a manipulated variable and a dependent level of semantic meaning, but that attention then acts variable. With neuroimaging, however, the dependent to select which information will reach consciousness, variable need not require performance of an artificial be stored in long-term memory, or be used as the basis task; it can instead be a direct neurophysiological meafor a behavioral response (Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963) .
sure. Covert tasks have been utilized with great success In contrast, the foundation of the ''early selection'' view in a number of influential neuroimaging studies (Fiez et is that the ''bottleneck'' sometimes occurs much earlier al., 1996). in processing (Broadbent, 1958; Treisman, 1964) and
In the present experimental paradigm, attending to that, in situations where the perceptual load is high (Laone set of dots defined by their color elicited an increase vie and Tsal, 1994; Lavie, 1995) , full perceptual proin the processing of their motion, as indicated by incessing occurs only for information that is attended.
creased activity in MT-MST. Such a finding is reminisOver the decades, evidence from experiments using cent of the ''object-based'' accounts of attention (Dunpriming, interference measures, and many other behavcan, 1984; Kanwisher and Driver, 1992; Baylis and Driver, ioral tasks has shown that the level at which attention 1993; Treisman et al., 1993) , which predict that when an operates depends on the task and the load. Evidence object is attended, all aspects of the attended object has also accumulated for the pervasiveness of feedback are more fully processed, including features that are throughout the brain (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) , not specifically designated for attention. Although the requiring some revision to models that assumed strictly motion of the attended group of colored dots was not an sequential information processing. While there have explicit aspect of the subjects' instructions, attentional been changes in the way that we think about early and modulation of the MT complex was nevertheless preslate selection, it is still meaningful to ask at what level ent. While the results of the present experiment by themin the system the effects of attention can be detected.
selves cannot be taken as conclusive evidence regardThe fact that voluntary attention to a subset of objects ing object-based attention (since it is possible that in a visual stimulus can modulate neural activity as early subjects used the motion cue as well as the instructed as the MT-MST complex, even in the absence of stimucolor cue to select the target dots), it is nonetheless lus or task differences, offers a clear example of early suggestive. selection by top-down control of sensory processing.
This type of paradigm, either with or without a concurOur experiments differ from other recent studies of rent behavioral task, shows great promise for examining attentional modulation in human visual cortex in that the extent to which attention can affect cortical proneither the stimulus nor the nature of the task changes cessing throughout the human brain. The strategy of between the two attentional conditions. In each condifunctionally localizing a brain region by using changes tion, the subject is voluntarily attending to a subset of in stimulus or task, and then simultaneously presenting the dots in the display. The attended dots are specified both stimulus types while the subject attends to one at by color but incidentally also differ from the other dots a time, can be generalized to many situations. We bein terms of motion. In contrast, in the elegant positron lieve that future experiments using this approach will emission tomography experiments of Corbetta et al. broaden the current understanding of the roles that at- (1990, 1991) , subjects viewed the same stimuli but pertention and consciousness play in influencing neural formed different tasks in the different conditions (evaluactivity. ating either the speed, shape, or color of the stimuli). This raises the possibility that the differences in activity Experimental Procedures that they observed reflect not attention to visual features Visual Stimulus but the use of that information to make an explicit deciThe critical visual stimulus was a field of 87 dots, each ‫51.ف‬Њ in sion (e.g., speed discrimination). The motion in the stimdiameter, covering a 10Њ ϫ 8Њ region. Black and white dots were of ulus in our experiments was not explicitly a part of the similar contrast relative to the intermediate gray background.
task. While our subjects were certainly aware that variMoving dots moved radially toward the central fixation point at 3Њ-5.5Њ/s. Dot speed varied with eccentricity, with the more periphous groups of colored dots moved differently, they neieral dots moving faster. Each moving dot had a lifetime of ‫1ف‬ s, ther needed nor were asked to use this information to and initial positions of dots were sufficiently far from fixation that perform the attentional task. Despite these differences, they expired before reaching the center. When a dot disappeared, however, the present study agrees with the Corbetta it was immediately replaced with another dot having the same initial experiments and others (Beauchamp and DeYoe, 1996) eccentricity as its predecessor, thus maintaining an approximately in concluding that neural activity in human MT can be constant dot density in time and space.
The stimuli were controlled by a Macintosh IIvx computer running modulated by attention.
MacStim (written by D. Darby). Video output from the Macintosh only'' dots (50 time points). A 2 s delay was included to account for hemodynamic lag. The MT-MST complex and (to a lesser degree) was sent to an S-VHS projector (Sharp 2000) , which projected the stimulus through a magnetically screened window into the magnet primary visual cortex are known to be stimulated by visual motion. For each subject, the voxels that showed significantly greater activaroom. The image was focused by a large Buhl optical lens onto a rear-projection screen constructed of DaLite material (DaPlex tion (P Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 ; P Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 with Bonferroni correction) during the ''moving and stationary'' condition, and which were in the predicted Corp.), which was mounted directly inside the bore of the magnet with Velcro strips. Subjects lay supine inside the magnet, looking vicinity of the MT-MST complex as localized in other experiments (Zeki et al., 1991; Watson et al., 1993; , were up at a mirror angled at ‫54ف‬Њ to allow them to see the rear-projection screen.
designated as MT-MST. From the same statistical comparison, the medial cluster of voxels was designated as V1-V2. The locations were consistent with those found by Sereno et al. (1995) in subjects Subjects whose visual cortices were extensively mapped with retinotopic Five normal volunteers (ages 25-45) with normal or corrected-toprocedures. normal vision participated in Experiment 2. Three of these subjects
The KS statistic is a nonparametric test, which evaluates the probalso participated in Experiment 1. All subjects gave their informed ability that two sets of data points come from the same underlying consent.
distribution by comparing not just the means of the two samples (as many statistical tests do) but the entire distributions of the samples fMRI Scanning (Press et al., 1992) . This statistic is often used in fMRI as a conserva-A 1.5 Tesla General Electric Signa Scanner (modified by Advanced tive way to evaluate how well the pattern of activation observed NMR to perform echo planar imaging) was used to image cortical corresponds to the pattern predicted and thus to localize voxels activity while subjects fixated the center of the visual stimulus and that show changes in activation that are temporally locked with performed the attention tasks. An asymmetric spin echo pulse sechanges in the stimulus or task. The advantage of this statistic for quence was used for functional imaging to minimize the contribution fMRI data is that it relies on very few assumptions about the underlyof large vessels. A surface coil (General Electric 5 inch) over the ing distribution of the data. occipital pole was used to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in
Once the relevant regions of interest were defined for a subject, visual areas. Five oblique slices parallel to the calcarine fissure were the magnitude of the activation in the region of interest at each time imaged (TR ϭ 2000 ms; TE ϭ 70 ms). Each slice was 7 mm thick point was examined. (no gap) and contained an array of 128 ϫ 64 voxels, each with an Experiment 1 in-plane resolution of 3.125 mm ϫ 3.125 mm.
For each subject, the average data from all runs (two for two subStimulus presentation was triggered by the MR scanner to allow jects; four for the third subject) were subjected to a KS test that precise synchronization of the stimuli with the MR images collected.
compared time points when subjects attended to the white (moving) This temporal coregistration made it possible to repeat an experidots with time points when the subjects attended to the black (stament several times and average the results. Subjects used a bite tionary) dots. A 2 s delay was included to account for hemodynamic bar to reduce head motion during and between scans.
lag. The bilateral cluster of voxels that showed significant change Anatomical scans were obtained prior to the functional scans.
(P Ͻ .0001) for this comparison was selected separately for each The sagittal series was used to identify the calcarine fissure for each subject, and a time course of activation for that region was exsubject, and oblique slices parallel to the calcarine were chosen tracted. The raw values for signal strength were converted to percent and used for all subsequent scans. To obtain the best quality images change in MR signal, and the resulting time courses were averaged possible, the magnet was then shimmed to modify the magnetic across the three subjects. gradients to neutralize inhomogeneities in the magnetic field that were introduced by inserting a human body into the magnet bore. A flow series, which emphasized major blood vessels, was obtained Acknowledgments in the oblique planes selected for functional scanning, followed by a high resolution T1 or T2 weighted Instascan series. The high This research was supported by the Rowland Institute for Science resolution Instascan images are collected using the same gradients and the MGH-NMR Center. We are grateful to the scientists and as in the functional images, so very little warping occurs between staff members at both institutions for their support and specifically them, allowing functional activation to be overlaid directly on the to Roger Tootell for discussions about visual motion-processing high resolution anatomical images.
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Experiment 2
Additional funding for this project was provided by the MacArthur For each of the five subjects, the data from six runs were corrected Foundation and NIH grants RO1 HL39810 and PO1 CA48729. for motion using a modified three-dimensional automated image registration algorithm (Woods et al., 1992; Jiang et al., 1995) . The Received January 15, 1997; revised March 25, 1997. initial analysis was conducted separately for each subject. The strategy was to first localize MT-MST and V1-V2 and then to look at the References magnitude of the MR signal in those specified regions of interest to determine whether activity there is modulated by differences in Aisenberg, S. (1996) . Measurement and analysis of binocular rapid attentional instructions.
eye movement, including saccades, saccadic prediction, fixaTo get the best estimate of the location of the MT-MST complex tions, nystagmus, and smooth pursuit. Invest. Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci. for each subject, the data from all six runs were averaged. This was Suppl. 37, S274. accomplished by taking the value of the MR signal in each voxel of each slice at each time point and calculating the mean across the Baylis, G.C., and Driver, J. (1993) . Visual attention and objects: evisix separate scans. In addition to improving the signal-to-noise ratio, dence for hierarchical coding of location. J. Exp. Psychol. [Hum. this procedure eliminated the effects of color, since color was coun-
Percept.] 19, 451-470. terbalanced across runs. The resulting averaged data kept the efBeauchamp, M., and DeYoe, E. (1996) . Brain areas for processing fects of attentional instructions intact (the first and third epoch of motion and their modulation by selective attention. Neuroimage Moving and Stationary Dots were always ''attend moving'', and the 3, 245. second and fourth were always ''attend stationary''), but the stimuBroadbent, D.E. (1958) . Perception and Communication. (London: lus differences for the two color variations canceled out.
Pergamon Press). We used a signed KS test to compare, for each voxel, the amount of activity during the images collected while the subject viewed Conner, C.E., Gallant, J.L., Preddie, D.C., and Van Essen, D.C. (1996) . Responses in area V4 depend on the spatial relationship between ''moving and stationary'' dots (40 time points) versus the amount of activity in the images during which the subject viewed ''stationary stimulus and attention. J. Neurophysiol. 75, 1306-1308.
